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NOTICE 
 

In the following pages all the images & drawings are made as  
horizontal sections of the assembled kits, that is: 
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1) VERSION WHICH WILL BE INSTALLED INTERNALLY IN A METAL ENCLOSURE 
WHICH IS PROTECTED BY A VANDAL-PROOF GLASS OR PLEXIGLAS 

  NOT IN SCALE! VIEW FROM TOP (HORIZONTAL SECTION) 
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1. Enclosure / Bezel / Metal case 
2. Bracket which holds the vandal proof 

thick glass (usually 4+4mm glass) 
3. Spacer tube 
4. Vandal-proof thick glass 
5. Epoxy super-glue which glues the glass 

to the metal case 
6. Gasket between bracket 2 and glass to 

avoid bracket (2) cracks the glass edge 
7. Make sure that the Zytronic touch (8) 

is 100% coplanar to the rear of the 
front glass (4)  

8. Rear-Projected capacitive touch screen 
sensor (Zypos, 3mm thick) 

9. Dual-adhesive thick gasket (at least 
4mm) which matches touch glass (#8) 
to LCD (#11). This gasket must keep 
the touch #8 at least 4mm distant from 
the LCD surface to avoid interferences. 
[R] is the room between LCD and 
Zypos touch, where you must flow air 
to keep the LCD surface cooled down, 
especially if your LCD 11 is a super-
bright panel. 

10. Visible area of the LCD panel. It must 
match the opening on the metal 
enclosure. Notice dotted line. 

11. LCD – section view from top side 
12. Example of a supporting mechanic for 

the TFT + touch. It supports #11 
(LCD) and makes a room for cables 
(#15), and also for the electronics 
(a/d_board, dc/dc or inverter, 
eventually CPU board: #16) 

13. Prisoner screw of box/kiosk enclosure 
14. Nut 
15. Room for cables between LCD and 

electronics area 
16. Room for electronics: DCDC or 

Inverter, touch controller, cpu board, 
a/d_board 

17. Optional, rear protection cover 
18. Touch cable from Zypos to controller 

Note: 
frame cutting 
and LCD 
visible area 
must match! 
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IMPORTANT NOTES 
The touch must be assembled to the LCD display but must be kept 
distant from the LCD surface at least 4 mm to avoid interferences. 
The gasket #9 must be mounted just at the border of the LCD 
visible area (#10) so it will hide the front metal bezel of LCD #11. 
Clean well the LCD surface and the rear side of the touch glass, 
before you attach the touch glass to the LCD with the double 
adhesive gasket #9. Remember that the touch glass is VERY 
difficult to remove once you have installed it! 
 Set the s/w parameters with “THICK GLASS” option, but 
leave the default value for the sensitivity.  
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SOFT BEND! 

IMPORTANT! 
This is one horizontal 
section, that is the 
ensemble is seen from 
TOP side. Notice that 
the touch #8 is usually 
much larger than the 
LCD body 

R 
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2) VERSION FOR INSTALLATION INSIDE AN ENCLOSURE WITH WIDE FRONT GLASS 
 NOT IN SCALE! 
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1. Bottom of the enclosure 
2. Glass panel which covers the whole 

table 
3. (black) glass mask (paint or film) 

which covers the whole back of the 
glass, just leaving transparent only the 
view area (#4) of LCD 

4. (blue) LCD active display area 
5. Stud for holding the openframe 

mechanic 
6. TFT main mechanic part 
7. Mechanic (rear cover) if needed 
8. Make sure the touch (9) is 100% 

coplanar to the rear of the main front 
glass (2) 

9. Rear projected capacitive Touch 
Screen 

10. Thick gasket between LCD and touch 
glass. Must be at least 4mm thick to 
keep touch far from LCD surface to 
avoid noise. 

11. LCD display 
12. Room for cables 
13. Room for electronics like LED Driver, 

touch controller, a/d board VGA or 
HDMI or just the PC CPU board 

14. Connection cable between Zytronics 
(9) and its controller which will be 
places inside area #13. 

15. Screw to fix the whole system to the 
enclosure 

Note: 
frame cutting 
and LCD 
visible area 
must match! 
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NOTES: 
The touch must be assembled to the LCD display but must be kept distant from the LCD 
surface at least 4 mm to avoid interferences. The gasket #10 must be mounted just at the border 
of the LCD visible area (#4) so it will hide the metal bezel of LCD #11. Clean well the LCD 
surface and the rear side of the touch glass, before you attach the touch glass to the LCD with 
the double adhesive gasket #10. Remember that the touch glass is VERY difficult to remove 
once you have installed it! 
 Set the s/w parameters with “THICK GLASS” option, but leave the default value for the 
sensitivity.  
 Max front glass thickness allowed: 8 mm 
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SOFT BEND! 
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3) VERSION WHICH WILL BE INSTALLED INTERNALLY IN A METAL ENCLOSURE 
Where the Touch itself is the vandal-proof protection  Zybrid or Zytouch 

  NOT IN SCALE! VIEW FROM TOP (HORIZONTAL SECTION) 
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1. Enclosure / Bezel / Metal case 
2. Bracket which holds the vandal proof thick 

monolithic touch 4 (Zybrid or Zytouch), 
6mm or 8mm thick 

3. Spacer tube 
4. Vandal-proof  Zybrid or Zytouch rear-

projected capacitive Zytronic touch 
5. Epoxy super-glue which glues the touch to 

the metal case (or also gasket instead of 
the glue) 

6. Gasket between bracket 2 and touch to 
avoid bracket 2 cracks the touch edge 
when tightened 

7. Dual-adhesive thick gasket (at least 4mm) 
which matches touch glass (4) to LCD (9). 
This gasket must keep the touch 4 at least 
4mm distant from the LCD (9) surface to 
avoid interferences. 
[R] is the room between LCD and Zybrid 
or Zytouch touch, where you must flow air 
to keep the LCD surface cooled down, 
especially if your LCD 9 is a super-bright 
panel. 

8. Visible area of the LCD panel. It must 
match the opening on the metal enclosure. 
Notice dotted line. 

9. LCD – section view from top side 
10. Example of a supporting mechanic for the 

LCD. It supports LCD 9 and makes a room 
for cables (13), and also  for the 
electronics (a/d_board, dc/dc or inverter, 
eventually CPU board: they stay in 14) 

11. Prisoner screw of box/kiosk enclosure 
12. Nut 
13. Room for cables between LCD and 

electronics area 
14. Room for electronics: DCDC or Inverter, 

touch controller, cpu board, a/d_board 
15. Optional, rear protection cover 
16. Touch cable from Zytouch or Zybrid to 

Zytronic ZXY100 controller 

Note: 
frame cutting 
and LCD 
visible area 
must match! 

IMPORTANT NOTES 
The touch must be in front of  the LCD display but must be kept 
distant from the LCD surface at least 4 mm to avoid interferences. 
The gasket 7 must be mounted just at the border of the LCD visible 
area (8) so it will hide the LCD metal bezel 9. Clean well the LCD 
surface and the rear side of the touch glass, before you attach the 
touch glass to the LCD with the double adhesive gasket 7.  
 Set the s/w parameters with “THICK GLASS” option, but leave 
the default value for the sensitivity.  
 

SOFT BEND! 

IMPORTANT! 
This is one horizontal 
section, that is the 
ensemble is seen from 
TOP side. Notice that 
the touch #8 is usually 
much larger than the 
LCD body 

R 
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4) VERSION WHICH WILL BE INSTALLED INTERNALLY IN A METAL ENCLOSURE + PLASTIC FRAME 
Where the Touch itself is the vandal-proof protection  Zybrid or Zytouch 
 NOT IN SCALE! VIEW FROM TOP (HORIZONTAL SECTION) 
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1. Enclosure / Bezel / Metal case 
2. (A) 

Plastic frame  which holds the vandal proof 
thick monolithic touch 4 (Zybrid or Zytouch), 
6mm or 8mm thick and separates the touch 
from the metal enclosure 1 
(B) 
Another plastic frame which is needed to push 
both 2A frame and touch (4) against the rear of 
the metal case (1). The push action is made by 
the LCD holding ensemble (10+15) 

3. Spacer tube 
4. Vandal-proof  Zybrid or Zytouch rear-

projected capacitive Zytronic touch, 
6mm/8mm thickness 

5. Epoxy super-glue (or gasket) which glues the 
touch to the plastic frame (2A) case . Needed 
to make water tight between the touch and the 
frame (2A) 

6. Another Gasket between frame 2B and touch: 
optional but suggested to improve tightness. 

7. Dual-adhesive thick gasket (at least 4mm) 
which matches touch glass (4) to LCD (9). 
This gasket must keep the touch 4 at least 4mm 
distant from the LCD (9) surface to avoid 
interferences, and possibly allow airflow 
[R] is the room between LCD and Zybrid or 
Zytouch touch, where you must flow air to 
keep the LCD surface cooled down, especially 
if your LCD 9 is a super-bright panel. 

8. Visible area of the LCD panel. It must match 
the opening on the metal enclosure. Notice  the 
dotted line. 

9. LCD – section view from top side 
10. Example of a supporting mechanic for the 

LCD. It supports LCD 9 and makes a room for 
cables (13), and also  for the electronics 
(a/d_board, dc/dc or inverter, eventually CPU 
board: they stay in 14). This mechanic will also 
“push” the  touch ensemble (2A+2B+4) against 
the rear of the enclosure (1). 

11. Prisoner screw of box/kiosk enclosure 
12. Nut 
13. Room for cables between LCD and electronics 

area 
14. Room for electronics: DCDC or Inverter, touch 

controller, CPU board, a/d_board 
15. Optional, rear  protection cover 
16. Touch cable from Zytouch or Zybrid to 

Zytronic ZXY100 controller. Notice the soft 
bend. This cable must pass at least 10mm 
distant from any metal part, so if it has to 
cross brackets, covers, plates, you have to 
provide holes with enough width where this 
cable can pass freely and stay away from the 
metal. 

Note: 
frame cutting 
and LCD 
visible area 
must match! 

IMPORTANT NOTES 
The touch must be in front of  the LCD display but must be kept 
distant from the LCD surface at least 4 mm to avoid interferences. 
The gasket 7 must be mounted just at the border of the LCD visible 
area (8) so it will hide the LCD metal bezel 9. Clean well the LCD 
surface and the rear side of the touch glass, before you attach the 
touch glass to the LCD with the double adhesive gasket 7.  
 Set the s/w parameters with “THICK GLASS” option, but leave 
the default value for the sensitivity.  
 

SOFT BEND! 

IMPORTANT! 
This is one horizontal 
section, that is the 
ensemble is seen from 
TOP side. Notice that 
the touch #8 is usually 
much larger than the 
LCD body 

R 

2A 

2B 
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5) VERSION WHICH WILL BE INSTALLED FROM OUTSIDE OF A METAL ENCLOSURE  
Where the Touch itself is the vandal-proof protection  Zybrid or Zytouch 
and the touch HAS ALL-AROUND BEZEL AREA 
 NOT IN SCALE! VIEW FROM TOP (HORIZONTAL SECTION) 
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1) Enclosure / Metal case 
2) ZYBRID (ZYTOUCH) touch screen, vandal proof, 

6mm thick or more, where all around there is a 
glass area colored black (3) to have a “bezel” 
around the active area (4) 

3) Black-colored border around the active area (4): 
this is the “bezel” area. This wider border allows 
the touch (2) to be glued to the enclosure (1) by 
means of tape or glue (red line 5) 

4) Active area: matches active area of underneath 
LCD panel 

5) Glue or tape to stick the touch (2) to the metal 
enclosure (1). 

6) This is the grid sensor of the touch. It’s the active 
sensor which detects the touch. This sensor ends 
with a special flat cable (7) which goes to the 
controller of the touch (8). Notice that this flat 
cable must be smoothly bent and must be kept away 
(not touching) any metal part, to avoid bad 
interference. 

7) Flat Cable exiting from the ZYBRID/ZYTOUCH 
sensor (6) 

8) Touch Controller with USB interface 
9) LCD Panel. It’s active area is (10) and has to match 

touch active area (4). LCD is kept away from the 
rear of the touch by a gasket (11) which also creates 
an “air chamber”  R  between the LCD screen (10) 
and the rear of the touch (6) 

10) LCD screen active area 
11) Gasket which keeps LCD (9) far from touch (2) 
12) Metal Frame which holds the LCD panel (9). This 

frame can have a rear cover (13) to protect the 
electronic components (a/d_board, controller). LCD 
is secured by side screws (14) 

13) Rear cover 
14) Screw for fixing the LCD (9) to frame (12) 
15) Stud which holds the Frame & Cover (12+13) to 

the Enclosure (1) 
 
 
 
IMPORTANT NOTES 
The touch must be in front of  the LCD display but must 
be kept distant from the LCD surface at least 4 mm to 
avoid interferences. The gasket 11 must be mounted just 
at the border of the LCD visible area (10) so it will hide 
the LCD metal body (9).  The gaskets (11) are placed 
only vertically so allowing an airflow passing from 
bottom to top between the rear side of the touch (2) and 
the LCD screen (10). This is fundamental to avoid 
LCD’s pixel blackening due to overheating, especially 
when sunlight is hitting the screen directly. 
 

SOFT BEND! 

IMPORTANT! 
This is one horizontal 
section, that is the 
ensemble is seen from 
TOP side. Notice that 
the touch #2 is usually 
much larger than the 
LCD body 

R 

8 

12 

13 

IMPORTANT! 
This is only an example. If the LCD is replaced with a 
commercial Monitor, then you have to change the mechanics 
which hold the Monitor (12/13) but the assembly principle 
remains exactly the same: keep the monitor away from the 
touch, and place gasket (11) and allow airflow ( R )  between 
Monitor’s screen and touch rear side 
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6) EXAMPLE OF A TOUCH WITH BEZEL ALL AROUND 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

At left, a particular of the ZYBRID 
touch with black border finish. This 
makes a “bezel” all around the active 
area (which is transparent, of course). 
 
The white dotted line shows the edges 
of the touch sensor. The area (of glass) 
around the touch sensor is free glass 
which can be glued/stuck to the metal 
enclosure. 
 
 
 
 
A photograph of CJB’s manufactured 
special Monitor, where you see the 
metal enclosure hosts the touch with its 
black finished bezel all around, to have 
something like “iPad” look. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The finished monitor showing 
Windows® desktop. 
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THERMAL MANAGEMENT & OTHER SUGGESTIONS 
 
The list of  Rules for the “perfect outdoor totem” could be the following: 
 

a) design preferably a stainless steel enclosure for the totem/kiosk 
b) the enclosure should be painted with powder paint and oven stabilized 
c) internal bending and welding have to be protected with tough silicon glue 
d) rear (removable) cover must have a gasket to avoid water gets inside, and the whole container 

design must avoid water flows to inside as possible 
e) front side of the enclosure will have the cutting to host the  protection glass or the monolithic 

touch. This must be glued with bi-component epoxy to the internal side of the enclosure, or it 
can be also tightened with a sealing gasket. 
This will make the front protection glass to become tight with the enclosure (body of the 
totem/kiosk). And you achieve IP66 on the front side 

f) If you need a touch, you can use the Zypos (behind the protection glass) or a Zybrid alone with 
6mm/8mm thickness. This is preferred because more simple to install. 

g) If you don’t need a touch but just have to protect against vandals, remember: the front glass 
should be either 4+4mm typical shop window glass, or eventually you can use 8mm or 10mm 
thick plexi-glass. 

h) If you choose plexi-glass (Bayer makes super transparent versions) you can also have Anti-Glare 
front finish which will help to reduce reflection 

i) Do not use the combination “plexiglass + Zytronic”  because it will be unstable due to 
electrostatic charges on the plastic glass. Better use a thick normal glass, like 4+4 shop window 
glass 

j) If you need touch+protection, prefer a monolithic solution  (see: f) because yes the normal 
touch 3mm placed behind the thick protection glass works very well, but there can be odd 
transparency problems due to humidity or dirt between the glass and the touch 

k) Also, coupling glass+Zypos will never be 100% perfectly coplanar so you can also have odd 
Fresnel effects. 

l) Use the glass+Zypos only for initial samples, then use the Zybrid or Zytouch monolithic touch, 
6mm or 8mm thick, which is the best. 
 

m) About “visibility” remember that the best “solution” against visibility problems is achieved 
using super bright panels. 1000cdm is a very good solution since it does not give so many heat-
up problems and gives enough brightness to overpass environment’ s brightness. 

n) As already told, leave 4mm airflow room between the back side of the front protection glass 
(or touch) and the LCD panel screen. In fact, even if the panel selected has a wide temperature 
range, it’s mandatory to avoid pixel over-heating due to direct sunlight (very common trouble 
for outdoor applications). 

o) So this is what we suggest: let room  between the rear surface of the front touch/glass and the 
LCD screen, where you can make some air-flux flow. 

p) This will cool down the LCD pixel array, and if the average temperature inside the totem is 
never over the max limit (usually 50°~60°C)  then the LCD is safe. 
 
 
(follows…) 
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q) inside the enclosure put a forced air flow fan which has to blow air into the bottom side of the 

thin room  you have created between glass and LCD panel. Air will flow out from top. 
Example of simple airflow duct: 

 
r) See the air flow shown as dotted red line above. 
s) You can design a mechanical support for the LCD panel, like below example.  

Notice the yellow arrows which show the long sides bent to reinforce the main plate, to avoid it 
bends. The LCD panel is always screwed at (vertical) sides 
 

 
 
t) you can also put a hinge so you can easily “open” the LCD system to allow easy cleaning 

 

FAN 
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u) the enclosure should have a rear cover which can be either totally closed or have airflow 
inlets/outlets, protected by canopy-grids: 
 

 
 

v) If you make the rear cover closed, so to have 100% sealed enclosure, you have to dissipate the 
heat. 
Typical method is then to place internal heat-sinks with good fins inside, and also same h/sinks 
outside, like below example drawing 
 

 
 

w) In this case place good fans inside (e.g.: Papst fans) which always run and keep airflow 
constantly hitting the inner fins, so they can pick up the heat and transfer to external h/sinks. 

x) The goal is to keep the whole system at an average and balanced temperature which never 
overpasses 50ºC to 60ºC. 

y) Eventually Peltier units can be used (but they are costly). 
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z) Thermal management should include two things: a heating system and a cooling airflow 

system. 
Heating system can be done using industrial heaters (which are more or less like hair-dryers). 
If the enclosure is 100% sealed, a heating system can be required as well, especially if the 
system could be started (powered on) in winter after some time of power off. This is 
mandatory because you must always prevent condensation inside the box. 
 

aa) The rule for good thermal management is usually simple. You can use small industrial 
thermostats, or you (or CJB) can design some small control electronic.  
Usually, we use industrial thermostats like: 

 
The principles are the following: 

• use 4 thermostats 
• 2 Thermostats will be used for low side and 2 for high side temperatures: (can be 

called:  T_LL, T_LH, T_HL and T_HH) 
• lowest temp thermo (T_LL) will always stay closed while internal Temperature is below 

a certain T_min where you set T_min to be the lowest safe system working 
temperature. 
Usually it’s set to 5 ºC or 10ºC. The electronics hasn’t to be powered up until you reach 
such T_min. 
When T_LL stay closed, the internal heating element will make heat to warm up the 
system. 

• Just before the T_LL opens due to T_min reached, the T_LH will close and the system 
can be powered up. 

• Then T_LL will open so no more heating element will be working. 
• When internal T_cool is reached (e.g.: 50ºC) the 3rd thermo (T_HL) will close so starting 

the fans. 
This is necessary especially  if the rear cover is open to external environment, for fresh 
airflow input from outside. 
These fans put external air into the enclosure, while other fans (activated by same 
T_HL) pull hot air from inside to outside. 
In this case the rear cover will have the grid for the push-in fans in the bottom side, 
while the grids for the pull-out fans air in the top side of the rear cover. 

• Finally, in case a T_H_off is reached (e,g,: 60ºC), the 4th Thermo will open and this will 
remove the power and shut the system off until it cools down. 

• That means T_LL is NC and opens when T_min is reached; T_LH is NO and closes when 
T_min is overpassed; T_HL is NO and closes when T_cool is reached, and finally T_HH is 
NC and opens when danger high T_H_off is overpassed. 

 
You can see it’s quite simple: you can use low voltage thermostats (since such systems usually MUST 
be powered by low voltage, especially if they have to be installed in Ex applications). 
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bb) If the application is really Ex, the 100% sealed enclosure should be preferred, of course, but it’s 

a bit more complicated, so it’s up to you to take the final decision. In case of 100% sealed 
enclosure, you just only need 3 thermostats: T_LL, T_LH and T_HH, since internal fans will run 
all the time, to distribute the internal air to the internal fins (h/sinks) in order to average the 
temperature an balance to the outside. No need for the T_HL. 

 
The CPU Board: ARM solution 
The LCD alone does not work: it needs a video! 
Have a look to our website ( www.cjb.it  ) especially for our ARM CPU board: 
 
http://www.cjb.it/products/industrialpc/cpuboards/arm/armcpufs 
 
which is CJB’s proprietary design, manufactured in Taiwan under our strict control by our associated 
partner we work with since 2001. 
This could be a very nice solution.  Also, rated -40º to +85ºC. 
In fact   this  is the solution we supply to most of our customers for the vending machines which work 
outdoor. This is an ARM Cortex-A8 Freescale iMX536 CPU board with lots of features (have a look to 
the user’s manual) and total support we give for Linux (with QT libraries) and CE7 (with .NET compact 
framework). 
Since CJB - as you can see from our website - design also s/w and O.S. support since the early years of 
foundation in 1987, we can give all the necessary help to use this CPU board in your application with 
lots of advantages. 
Of course, the ARM board can directly drive the panel by LVDS in full-HD mode. 
 
If you plan to use one x86 CPUboard inside, our company in Taiwan also manufactures a range of top 
quality and reliable CPU boards. 
We test our boards for boot down even to -40ºC and ensure smooth run from -5ºC to 60ºC  (even if 
out tests are made from -10º to +70ºC). 
 
Have a look to: http://www.cjb.it/products/industrialpc/cpuboards 
 
As you can see, we can give you a wide range of support products & activities. 
 
 
 
 
 
© CJB 2015 
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http://www.cjb.it/products/industrialpc/cpuboards/arm/armcpufs
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